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Abstract 

An Internet protocol suite is the computer organizing model and set of communications protocols used on Internet. The 

networking protocols, TCP and IP were the two foremost protocols to be defined in TCP/IP standard and this is the reason why 

this standard is called so. In this paper, different challenges are used, for example, speed, encryption, hacking for the enhancement 

for better TCP/IP. At last, a future view is defined of what ongoing examinations and advancements convey as the best answer for 

help developing interest of clients and mechanical upgrades. 
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1.       INTRODUCTION 

Data communication means the transference of digital data within 2 or more computers or a computer network. It is often known 

as transmission arrange which permits the exchange of data inside computers.  

TCP/IP is a kind of 2 layer program and assembling of a message or a file is done by TCP which is the highest layer of all which 

are afterwards transmitted over Internet and then it is received by TCP layer which then resembles the packet back into the 

original message. An IP which is called one of the lowest layer and its work is to handle the address port of each packet to ensure 

that it reaches the right destination. 

 

 
Fig.1. shows Early TCP/IP 

Packet which called as the fundamental unit of data is exchanged over the network. The essential packets usually have a header 

with both sending and receiving hosts and furthermore have a body and payload with the data which is to be exchanged. At the 

point when the packet travels through TCP/IP stack, the protocols that are available at each layer either include or remove the 

fields. An IP header is connected to the segment or to the packet header by the IP, furthermore the data that is added by TCP or 

UDP. 
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Fig.2. shows Existing TCP/IP 

 

The sole purpose of it is to secure a reliable communication between 2 hosts where both hosts are on an unreliable network. At an 

end, it grants service for communicating applications and on other end it provides IP protocol. 

 

2.   OVERVIEW OF TCP/IP: 

 

2.1. Early TCP/IP: 

There were led many analysis with computer networks in 1960’s, but first large scale network to start PC was ARPANET. It 

began with only four hubs in 1969. But same communication protocol was used by them all. Data parcels were of same size and 

configuration, transmission mistake checking was same, and the protocol for transmission and acknowledgement was same. 

In 1974, Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn published a paper defining TCP for connecting unique systems. They directed the packets 

between the networks and we call it as a Gateway. 

  

2.2. Existing TCP/IP: 

Applications that do not require error checking utilize a quicker transport layer protocol called UDP. The data link layer 

dependably moves data within the LAN as did the ARPANet protocol. Now the TCP/IP engages cross-platform, or, 

heterogeneous networking with following points of interests: 

1) Good failure recuperation. 

2) High error-rate taking care-of. 

3) Low data overhead. 

 

3. RELATED WORK 

 

R.K. Balan, B.P. LEE, K.R.R Kumar in 2001 proposed that an expansion to TCP which empowered TCP to recognize parcel 

defilement from blockage in lossy conditions. They also displayed the TCP header checksum augmentations to TCP to 

repercurate from parcel misfortune because of debasement of lossy environment.   
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Indradeep Biswas, Chan Mun Choon in 2000 showed that the performance of a few heuristics that adventure data of access 

connect attributes (data transfer capacity).They also proposed three heuristics by examined the viability of heuristics through 

recreation. 

 

Karnati Hemanth, Talluri Ravikiran in 2012 showed that the security issues identified with some of the protocols in TCP/IP suite. 

They featured the protocol assaults and barriers of TCP/IP suite. 

 

Bo SHANG, Chengdong WU, Tingting Meng in 2012 showed an data/picture transmission gadget dependent on inserted TCP/IP 

protocol. They centered on correspondence between installed framework and PC through TCP/IP protocols. 

 

VINTON G. CERF, ROBERT E. KAHN IN 1974 told some crucial issues identified with the interconnection of bundle 

exchanging system. They portrayed intense and adaptable protocol which accommodated variety in individual system bundle 

sizes, sequencing, and stream control.  

 

David Espina, Dariusz Baha proposed that the advancement and fundamental usefulness of TCP/IP protocol. They exhibited that 

TCP protocol may developed into more adaptable protocol. 

 

Pranab Bandhu Nath, Md. Mofiz Uddin in 2015 proposed that internet protocol suite was PC organized model  and set of 

interchanged protocols utilized on internet. It gave end to end availability that indicated how data ought to be packetized, 

transmitted and got at the goal. 

 

David D. Clark in 2013 told that TCP/IP had been utilized broadly in military and business frameworks. He also endeavored to 

catch a portion of early thinking which formed the internet protocols. 

 

Vinton G. Cerf, Edward Cain proposed a portion of the protocols which actualized the architecture. They had tended to 

association of DOD Model and contrasted with ISO open frameworks Interconnection Model.  

 

Michele Pagano, Raffaello Secchi proposed to ongoing advances in execution assessment and demonstrating of web blockage 

control. They had condensed the advances in field of displaying of internet blockage control and had focused on liquid models 

that portrayed the conduct of TCP source as a piece of input framework. 

 

Soni Samprati in 2012 told the few security issue of IPv6. She showed new plans to structure productive security component for 

TCP/IP suite. 3 modules were also included: security approach, security control, data security layer. It utilized four way 

handshaking. 

 

Sharat Kaushik, Poonam, Anita Tomar in 2014 proposed that NS-2 is a discrete occasion scheduler which chips away at the 

bundle situation and for the most part utilized for systems administration ventures for both wired and remote network. In this 

paper they did pragmatic usage by investigation parcel stream and normal rate of both transport layer protocols.They looked at 

both two transport layer protocols TCP and UDP based on their aggregate throughput of bundle sent to goal hub. 

 

Ali Hussein Wheeb in 2015 proposed that Transport layer is in charge of conveying data to the proper application process on the 

host PC. In this paper they analysed the execution of TCP and UDP on the wired system. Steady piece rate (CBR) movement 

utilized for both TCP and UDP protocols. This paper analysed execution of both two transport layer protocols TCP and UDP and 

its Simulations produced with the assistance of NS-2 programming.  

 

Mark Allman, Aaron Falk in 2010 proposed that different testing techniques exist to assess TCP execution. This paper 

endeavoured to show a portion of those inquiries and make proposals with respect to how TCP testing can be organized to give 

valuable answers. The expectation for this paper hadn't that it demoralized future investigation into TCP's execution and 

expansions to TCP, yet or may be that analysts deliberately think about their tests with the end goal that the outcomes are 

convincing and have a positive unsettlement on the proceeding with development of TCP. 

  

B.Qureshi, M.Othman in 2009 told that Transport Control Protocol (TCP) comprises of set of standards that control 

correspondence. This paper looked at the execution of various TCP variations and their conclusion to-end arrangements 

particularly Reno, New Reno and Vegas. They inferred clog is the fundamental issue in various variations of TCP. In TCP Vegas, 

they concentrated on the developments like new retransmission, blockage shirking also, moderate begin.  
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4. CHALLENGES OF TCP/IP 

 

1) Encryption:  In PC networking, tcpcrypt is a transport layer correspondence encryption protocol. It comes up short on even 

the most fundamental components for security, for example encryption. As usage of the web and TCP/IP protocols builds, 

their absence of built-in security has turned out to be increasingly risky.  

 

2) Speed: This is the most generic execution term utilized in networking. It refers to the rated or nominal speed of a specific 

system technology. Transfer time relies upon size of sending data.  For ex: how quick would you write file to disk? Disk 

caches can make small file write very quickly, however when composing gigabytes of data, especially if the write is not 

consecutive, the disk I/O speed turn out to be increasingly essential also. 

 

3) Hacking: Nothing is attached on the web; the hackers are playing with the whole data of the country. If your whole data can 

be worked on the web, then it will be a tremendous cost to the country if it’s hacked. The web which is existing right currently 

was never intended to cope up with billions of clients– from an existing innovation named as TCP/IP.  

  

CONCLUSION: 

Protocol is a set of standard which authorize the computer to unite and convey the data to each other, i.e. communication protocol. 

In this paper, the relevance of Early TCP/IP and Existing TCP/IP is discussed and both the standards are reviewed and as there are 

many flaws ( speed, encryption, hacking ) in Early TCP/IP as well as in Existing TCP/IP , so there is a future scope of 

overcoming these flaws. 
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